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SUBJECT Whitireia Park Board minutes 

WHEN Friday, 10 August 2018 at 09:21am 

WHERE Te Puna Ora meeting room, Takapuwahia Marae, 23 Ngatitoa Street, Porirua. 

Present

Jenny Brash    Barbara Donaldson (Chair)  Prue Lamason 

Taku Parai (from 09:26am)  Jenny Ngarimu   Sharli-Jo Solomon 

Sharli-Jo Solomon opened proceedings with a karakia timatanga. 

1 Apologies

Moved (Brash/Ngarimu) 

That the Board accepts the apology for absence from Prue Lamason and lateness from Taku 
Parai.

The motion was CARRIED.

2 Public participation  

Mike Rachlin, Principle Policy Planner for Porirua City Council (PCC) spoke about their 
development of a DRAFT Growth Strategy for the next twenty to thirty years. This piece of 
work is intended to start next month and PCC will be seeking feedback from the community 
from October 2018. 

Gary Fowles, Transmission Manager, Radio New Zealand, spoke about their land and that it 
is likely they will sell it at some point in the future possibly in 2027 when the lease with the 
Department of Conservation (DOC) expires. The land being divested includes all of that 
which is currently occupied by the golf course. Because it is a Crown Entity there is a 
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specific process Radio NZ Ltd must follow when selling the land it currently holds in the 
park.

Robert Hughes, Mana Cycle Group spoke to the meeting about the possibility of having 
more cycle ways or upgrading existing trails in Whitireia Park and that it is a good lower cost 
option for mountain bike trails and for families. He advised his group could bring volunteer 
labour and working parties to assist. Mana Cycle Group is looking for opportunities to 
develop further trails. Fiona Colquhoun, Parks Planner, Greater Wellington Regional Council 
confirmed that in page 49 of the Parks Management Plan additional trails are currently 
proposed. Wayne Boness, Principal Ranger Western, Greater Wellington Regional Council 
will work with the group to develop a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) but this will 
come back to a Board Meeting before it is finalised.  

3 Declarations of conflict of interest 

There were no declarations of conflict of interest. 

4 Confirmation of minutes of 11 May 2018 

Moved (Solomon/Brash) 

That the Board confirms the minutes of the meeting of 11 May 2018. 

The motion was CARRIED. 

5 Restoration Group update

Robert Stratford, one of the WPRG Coordinators spoke to the update; he advised that due to 
promotion on Social Media there has been a large increase in the number of people who 
came to help with the recent planting.  

6 Proposed Lizard Translocation  

Jamie Steer, Senior Biodiversity Advisor, Biodiversity spoke to the report 

Moved (Donaldson/Solomon) 

That the Board:

1. Receives the report.

2. Notes the contents.

3. Accepts the Adventure Drive translocation proposal with associated conditions.  

Moved as an amendment 
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3. Accepts the Adventure Drive translocation proposal with the following associated 
conditions:

a) Grass skinks be translocated by the applicant to a new area of the park that has 
suitable habitat and does not currently receive pest control

b) The applicant fund the Whitireia Park Board a financial contribution suitable to 
ensure that pest control (including mouse control) is undertaken at the spring release 
site for a 5 year period. This contribution would be such that the pest control work 
could be simply added as an extension to existing, ongoing work (thus avoiding the 
use of new contractors and different methods.) 

c) Habitat enhancement is undertaken by the applicant to increase the provision of 
refuge sites for lizards at both release sites (for example through the placement of 
rock or wood habitat features, planting of ‘lizard-friendly’ plants. 

d) Salvaged lizards are released no earlier than two months after the commencement of 
predator control at the spring release site (to suppress existing predator population 

The amendments were put to the vote and were CARRIED, and became part of the 
substantive motion 

The motion was CARRIED.

Note: Taku Parai will bring a name to the next meeting for the area above Onehunga Bay 
where the first group of lizards will been released. 

7 Work Programme update  

Wayne Boness, Principal Ranger, Greater Wellington Regional Council (GWRC) and Fiona 
Colquhoun, Parks Planner, GWRC, spoke to this item. 
They advised that the signs to do with the penguins are currently being worked on by the 
design team who need to ensure there is consistency along the coast. The consent application 
for the carpark has been submitted to PCC. 

Dennis Tuffery spoke on behalf of the Titahi Bay Golf Club. They are having on-going 
discussions with DOC about whether they will have to go through the full lease application 
or not. They are waiting to hear back from DOC.  He also confirmed that the golf club don’t 
shut the gate so the land their course is on is accessible to the public. The lease for part of the 
golf course that is on RNZ land is until 2027.

 Moved (Donaldson/Brash) 

That the Board:

1. Receives the report.

2. Notes the contents.
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3. Approves the operational budget for 2018/19 financial year.

The motion was CARRIED. 

8 Draft accounts 

Moved (Ngarimu/Parai) 

That the Board:

1. Receives the report.  

2. Notes the contents of the report.  

The motion was CARRIED. 

Note: Amanda Cox, Manager, Parks, GWRC, requested a copy of the legal advice the Titahi Bay 
Golf Club has received that they still have a lease because they have continued to make the annual 
payment.. Dennis Tuffery of the Titahi Bay Golf Club will confer with the other members of the 
golf club board to see if they agree to release the legal opinion received to provide to the auditors of 
the Whitireia Park Board. 

9 Richards Street Land owned by PCC

Amanda Cox, Manager, Parks, GWRC, advised that MP Kris Faafoi’s office had asked if the Board 
could take over the Richards Street entrance to the Park because it has not been maintained and is 
dangerous. If an alternative entrance was needed, it would be better off Whanake Street. Mike 
Racklin (PCC) advised that the Park entrance over a stile had been closed, but photos showed the 
track had been remade to avoid the stile.  Wayne Boness, Principal Ranger, GWRC, and Amanda 
Cox, Manager, Parks, GWRC, explained the fence, which has been removed, was also in the wrong 
place and should have been closer to the houses, leaving more room for a track.  The Board agreed it 
did not want to take over the track or old entrance, but requested staff to meet with PCC staff to 
discuss how safety could be improved and asked Amanda Cox to prepare a response for the MP’s 
office. 

Taku Parai closed the meeting with a karakia 

The meeting closed at 11:40am. 

Barbara Donaldson 
Chair, Whitireia Park Board 

Date:
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� 1

Whitireia�Park�Restoration�Group�report�–�November�2018�
�

T�n��t�tou�katoa

This�report�covers�the�time�period�of�August�to�November�2018.�

�

Submission�on�draft�Porirua�City�Council’s�District�Plan�

The�group�has�written�a�detailed�submission�to�Porirua�City�Council.�We�are�extremely�concerned�
that�Radio�New�Zealand�(RNZ)�wants�to�rezone�their�land�in�the�Park�as�residential.��
�
The�group�has�submitted�that�the�land�should�remain�zoned�as�‘Open�Space’�and�that�the�RNZ�land�
should�also�be�included�in�the�‘Outstanding�Natural�Feature’�policy�overlay�and�that�the�“Significant�
Natural�Features’�policy�overlay�should�also�include�an�expanded�area�of�springs,�seeps,�headwater�
streams�and�wetlands�in�the�RNZ�land�as�well�as�the�wetland�gully�and�the�wetland�at�Onehunga�Bay.�
�

�

Wetland to be included in Whitireia SNA 
�

Planting:�

A�last�planting�day�in�the�valley�behind�Onehunga�Bay�was�held�on�19�August�to�plant�the�
remainder�of�the�plants.��We�added�a�range�of�tried�and�true�colonising�species�plus�some�
Northern�rata�to�the�existing�plantings.�
�
�

�

� �
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� 2

Gate�on�Whitireia�Coast�Road�

In�November�2017,�we�followed�up�our�submission�to�the�Park’s�Management�Plan�for�Whitireia�
with�a�request�to�block�the�road�just�before�the�rocky�point�230�metres�east�of�Onehunga�Bay.�
The�group�is�very�pleased�that�the�road�has�been�stopped�but�because�the�gate�is�positioned�at�the�
Rocky�Point,�it�will�still�allow�cars�to�access�the�rock�platform�which�is�an�important�roosting�area�for�
coastal�birds.�It�may�also�cause�motorbikes�and�push�bikes�to�try�to�get�around�the�point�where�
there�are�sensitive�coastal�plants�such�as�Raoulia�aff.�hookeri�and�Pimelea�prostrata.�
�

�
�

We�request;�

� A�barrier�such�as�large�rocks�or�concrete�blocks�is�placed�to�prevent�vehicle�access�to�only�
the�first�15�metres�of�the�point.�
�

�
Volunteer�hours:�

Month� Trapping� Lizard�
project�

Seed�
collection Meetings Planting Weed�army� Promotion� Admin�

August� 26� 14� � 15�� � 4� 8�

September� 30� 12� �
� 16� �3� 7�

October� 23� 12� � 16� � 12� 6� 8�
� 79� 38� 0� 16� 15� 10� 13� 23�

�
�
� �
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� 3

Lizard�work�
Lizard�monitoring�was�carried�out�during�the�week�of�12�November.�The�report�is�currently�being�
written�and�will�be�available�for�the�February�2019�Board�meeting.�

�

               John, Camille and Lily monitoring lizards 
�
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� 4

���������������� �

Copper�skink�������������������������������������������������������������������Copper�skink�

�

Whitireia�Weed�army:�

The�group�is�holding�monthly�weeding�bees.�For�the�past�two�of�these�we�have�targeted�boneseed,�
karo�and�liquorice�plant.�The�boneseed�is�very�large�with�up�to�20�growth�rings.�
�

�
�
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� 5

�
�

�

�

2018�19�financial�year�planning.�

All�planting�sites�have�been�defined�for�next�winter�and�plants�have�been�ordered.��Conservation�
Volunteer�NZ�have�committed�to�helping�us�next�winter�for�2�planting�days�as�well�as�on�going�
weeding�days.��We�are�very�grateful�to�the�volunteers�who�help�us�out.��
�
We�shall�be�utilising�the�2nd�year�of�funding�to�plant�Te�Onepoto�estuary�edges�and�we�also�received�
a�$1,500�grant�from�Hutt�Mana�Charitable�Trust�to�purchase�2,300�plants�for�next�year.�
�
Given�the�time�and�difficulty�obtaining�external�funding,�we�request�an�extra�$1,500�for�the�2019�20�
financial�year.�
�

Lisa�Casasanto,�Robyn�Smith,�Angus�Hulme�Moir,�Rob�Stratford,�Chris�Gibbons,�Edmund�Stephen�
Smith�
WPRG�Coordinators�
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WORK PROGRAMME UPDATE DOCX   WWUP�8�62� � � � � � PAGE 1 OF 15

SUBJECT: Report for Whitireia Park Board meeting  

AUTHOR: Wayne Boness, Principal Ranger, Richard Romijn, Team Leader, Biodiversity 
department, Fiona Colquhoun, Parks Planner 

DATE OF MEETING: 7 December 2018 

SUBJECT: Works programme update

_____________________________________________________________

1. Purpose 
To provide the Whitireia Park Board (the Board) with an update on the implementation of 
the annual work programme at Whitireia Park and progress action points from the last 
meeting. 

2. Biodiversity management 
2.1 Pest animal control 

A night-search for possums and rabbits was undertaken in August – no animals of either 
species were found. 

2.2 Ecological weed control 
Contracts are currently being finalised for ecological weed control planned to be carried 
out over summer. 

3. Parks Planning   
No further information has been received from Radio New Zealand or Porirua City 
Council about the Radio New Zealand land within the park.

4. Park Management 
4.1 Ranger Service 

Park visitation is increasing with the longer days and warmer temperatures; this has also 
seen an increase in grass growth. The Park Ranger is busy cutting the new growth as 
weather allows. The hay cutting is planned for prior to Christmas and we have requested 
that the bales are removed as soon as possible. This minimises the opportunity for them to 
be rolled into the valleys, making recovery an impossible task. 

Random patrols continue with no major problems being discovered. Radio New Zealand 
did report fences being cut in their compound in two places which we assume was a 
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person letting themselves out after hours. Patrols to minimise this type of behaviour will 
continue over the summer. 

Despite these patrols a graffiti attack on the toilets was recently discovered at the park, 
which has been since been repainted over. This is the worst attack in some time; we have 
notified the Police to see if this is an identifiable tag for any known groups. 

Graffiti on the toilet block
Porirua City Council has advised they are planning to close access to the Richard Street 
track and will install a high barrier at the track entrance. Once we are aware of this being 
underway, we will remove the stile on the boundary and formalise the Whanake Street 
entrance. Signage will be improved to make the entrance more clearly identifiable. 

Resource consent for the Pou carpark has been received and construction work on the car 
park and path to the Pou will commence on 3 December with completion likely around 20 
December. Once works are completed, a blessing of the site will take place. Information 
for visitors on the project is being shared via the parks webpage and social media sites. 

A proposal for developing shared use trails has been received from the Mana Cycle Group 
(see Attachment 1). We intend to continue discussions with the group around how to 
progress the proposal and development of an MOU. We expect to provide an update to the 
Board at the first meeting in 2019.  

The vehicle gate has been installed on the road to Kaitawa Point, an outcome from the 
park management plan process in 2016. A sign socialising the imminent closure has been 
erected at the site, drawing a mixed reaction from park users. We have delayed the closure 
of the gate as we work through access arrangements with the diving community, with a 
solution close. Access for pedestrians and cyclists remains unaffected. 
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Kaitawa Point gate 
A new seat has been installed in the park, this being close to the concrete pads as 
discussed at the last park board meeting. 

New seat with stunning views to Mana Island 
Aerial Spraying of gorse, pampas and boneseed was completed in mid-September. Staff 
were approached during the operation by neighbours supportive of the work, noting the 
improvement in the parks appearance. 
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Aerial Spraying in progress 

Dying gorse with native vegetation remaining two months after spraying 
Replacement signs requesting dog walkers have dogs on a lead were installed around the 
coast between Onehunga and Te Onepoto bays, leading to a little confusion over what was 
actually required. These signs have been updated with a clearer message for visitors. 
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Revised penguin sign 
Vegetation cutbacks, water table maintenance and culvert replacement works have been 
undertaken on the park track network. Cutting of firebreaks is planned for mid-December, 
to be done by hand and with the remote controlled mulcher. 
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Park visitation for 1 July 2018 to mid September 2018 
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5. Recommendation 
That the Board: 

1. Receives the report. 

2. Notes the contents. 

Report prepared by: Report prepared by: Report prepared by: 

Wayne Boness Fiona Colquhoun Richard Romijn 
Principal Ranger Western 
Environment Management, 
GWRC

Parks Planner, GWRC Team Leader, Biodiversity 
Management, GWRC 

Report approved by: Report approved by: Report approved by: 

Matthew Hickman Amanda Cox Tim Porteous 
Acting General Manager, 
Environment Management 
GWRC

Manager, Parks, GWRC Manager, Biodiversity, GWRC 
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Attachment 1

Mana Cycle Group 

Proposal�for�additional�multi�use�tracks�at�Whitireia�Park,�to�encourage�additional�visitors�to�the�park�and�
provide�an�improved�experience�for�existing�users.�

As�per�The�Management�Plan�Policy�39�

As�an�initial�improvement�we�propose�to�develop�3�of�the�existing�well�utilised�padded�routes,�as�shown�
on�Map�7�(page�51).��

Tracks�1�and�2�will�also�provide�alternative�access�to�the�road�from�the�top�car�park�to�Onehunga�bay,�for�
walkers�and�mountain�bikes.�

Track�1:�A�connector�between�the�car�park�at�the�old�RNZ�building�site,�to�the�inland�track�high�point,�
above�Onehunga�Bay.�(Golf�Traverse)�

As�shown�on�the�map�as�item�16�

Basically�it�would�follow�the�old�4wd�trail�just�above�the�access�road�to�the�transmitter�tower.�

Then�use�the�existing�track�around�the�golf�course.�The�track�was�formally�used�as�part�of�the�Porirua�
Grand�Traverse.�

Track�2:��A�coastal�track�from�the�car�park�at�the�old�RNZ�building�site�down�to�Kaitawa�Point.�

(Coastal�Traverse)�

As�shown�on�the�map�as�item�7�to�22�

Track�3:�A�skyline�track�from�the�high�point�of�the�inland�route�to�Te�Onepoto�Bay.�(Plateau)�

As�shown�on�the�map�as�item�17�

There�is�opportunity�to�have�additional�tracks�off�this�track.�Previously�a�track�descended�to�Te�
Kahikatoa,�item�22�on�map.�Also�a�well�padded�track�followed�the�power�line�down�to�Kaiaua�Bay.�
Both�tracks�have�been�shut�off�by�regenerating�gorse.�

It�is�proposed�that�the�tracks�remain�padded�tracks,�no�significant�earth�works�required.�

This�is�particularly�important�on�track�2�as�is�passes�thru�an�area�of�known�archaeological�sites.�

Basically�the�trails�need�the�grass�clearing�to�define�the�path�and�an�annual�scrub/gorse�clearance�in�a�few�
areas.�

Signage�and�trail�markers�are�required�

Trails�would�be�graded�for�mountain�biking,�probably�grade�3�except�track�2�would�be�grade�4�due�to�
potential�edge�exposure�and�the�exit�gradient�when�descending.�

The�existing�coastal�track�is�grade�1(easiest)�
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The�existing�inland�track�is�grade�2.�

�

Track Details 

Track�1�
This�track�is�defined�by�the�wheel�tracks�still�visible�on�the�southern�side�of�Whitireia�Road�and�can�be�
traversed�in�either�direction�by�MTB.�

�

Figure�1_Track�entrance�from�top�car�park�on�Whitireia�Road�

The�track�follows�the�skyline�parallel�to�the�road;�it�offers�good�views�north�and�south.�

It’s�important�to�try�and�keep�mountain�bikes�and�walkers�off�this�section�of�road�as�its�mostly�single�lane�
and�cars�have�poor�sight�lines�for�other�road�users.�

The�rolling�nature�of�the�track�offers�a�few�out�of�grade�climbs/descents�but�these�are�relatively�short�so�
should�not�be�a�problem.�The�track�base�is�good�and�the�grass�is�short�in�this�section.�
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�

Figure�2���View�east�to�tower�

The�skyline�track�runs�east�to�the�transmitter�tower�then�follows�around�the�perimeter�fence�over�to�a�
locked�gate�adjacent�to�the�golf�course�fence�line.�There�is�a�sty�to�help�get�over�the�fence�adjacent�to�the�
gate.�Ideally�an�improved�access�could�be�added�at�a�later�date�if�usage�is�high.�

Within�20�metres�there�is�another�gate�(not�locked)�ideally�this�could�be�tied�back�open�to�allow�easier�
movement�thru�the�area.�

The�track�then�follows�the�fence�line�around�to�the�inland�track�above�Onehunga�Bay.�

The�track�is�a�mix�of�long�rank�grass�with�a�good�base.�

A�short�slightly�steeper�section�has�an�uneven�base,�this�area�should�be�smoothed�out�and�gravel�
compacted�into�the�surface�to�provide�wet�weather�grip.�

The�next�section�requires�some�gorse�cutting�back�to�improve�the�track�width�and�the�grass�needs�cutting.�

At�the�track�end�the�inland�track�drain�will�need�a�pipe�and�the�track�exit�benching�to�provide�at�suitable�
track�connection.�
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�

Figure�3_Entrance�off�inland�track.�

�

Signs�are�required�both�track�ends�to�indicate�destination,�distance�and�grade.�Track�markers�are�required�
at�regular�intervals�to�reassure�visitors�they�are�on�track.�

Track�2�
This�would�most�likely�ridden�as�a�descent�by�MTB’s.�

The�top�entrance�is�off�Whitireia�Road�opposite�to�Track�1.�

�

Figure�4�Track�entrance�off�Whitireia�Road�

The�track�heads�north�to�just�above�the�cliff�top,�then�descends�a�short�distance.�The�track�then�follows�an�
even�contour�heading�east,�this�is�a�nice�section�of�track�across�the�grass�.The�track�heads�back�to�the�cliff�
top�heading�down�to�Kaitawa�Point.�

�

�
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�

Figure�5�Heading�to�Kaitawa�Point�

�

There�is�some�edge�exposure�to�track�users�in�this�area.�Excellent�views�are�available�if�you�take�the�time�
to�have�a�look.�

The�track�then�descends�to�its�exit�on�the�foreshore.�The�descent�is�down�an�old�track�that�will�challenge�
advanced�riders.�

�

Figure�6��Track�exit�point�

�

Signs�are�required�both�track�ends�to�indicate�destination,�distance�and�grade.�Track�markers�are�required�
at�regular�intervals�to�reassure�visitors�they�are�on�track.�Karo�saplings�are�common�along�this�track�and�
need�removing�before�they�mature.�
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Track�3�
�

This�track�would�most�likely�be�ridden�from�west�to�east,�starting�opposite�track�1�on�the�inland�track.�

�

Figure�7�Track�entrance�

The�track�climbs�steadily,�following�an�old�farm�track,�then�winds�around�regenerating�gorse.�

�

Figure�8�View�back�to�tower�

It’s�a�relatively�flat�traverse�around�the�top�section,�great�views�in�all�directions.�The�track�follows�the�
fence�line�east�then�swings�south.�The�track�is�well�defined�in�the�grass,�mowing�once�a�year�would�
improve�things.�The�descent�starts�at�the�trig.��
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�

Figure�9�Trig�

The�track�then�follows�a�ridge�down�to�Te�Onepoto�Bay�exiting�on�the�coastal�walkway.�

There�are�a�few�short�steeper�sections�that�would�give�this�track�a�grade�3�rating.�

�

�

Figure�10�View�to�Te�Onepoto�Bay�

�

There�is�a�gorse�patch�on�the�descent�that�has�blocked�the�original�track,�this�needs�clearing.�

Signs�are�required�both�track�ends�to�indicate�destination,�distance�and�grade.�Track�markers�are�required�
at�regular�intervals�to�reassure�visitors�they�are�on�track.�

�

Draft���12/10/18�
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TRANSLOCATION WHITIREIA PARK BOARD PAPER 7 DECEMBER   BIOD�3�717� � � � �
� PAGE 1 OF 6

SUBJECT: Report for Whitireia Park Board meeting 7 December 2018 

AUTHOR: Jamie Steer, GW Senior Biodiversity Advisor 

DATE 29 November 2018 

SUBJECT: Proposed lizard translocation 

______________________________________________________________

1. Purpose 

To seek the Whitireia Park Board’s (the Board’s) decision on a revised proposal to 
translocate lizards to Whitireia Park. 

2. Adventure Drive translocation proposal 

Background 

Classic Developments is developing land for a residential subdivision at 32 Adventure 
Drive, Whitby. This development will have adverse effects1 on native lizards, notably a 
local population of northern grass skinks.2 There will be little suitable habitat remaining for 
the lizards post-development. As such, the developer has asked to translocate any salvaged 
terrestrial lizards to Whitireia Park. 

The developer proposed Whitireia Park as a suitable translocation site as it has ongoing pest 
control that is planned to continue long-term and it has suitable habitat for terrestrial lizard 
species. Their initial proposal, tabled at the May Board meeting, was to translocate all 
salvaged lizards to Whitireia Park in spring this year. Greater Wellington Regional Council 
(GW) tabled draft conditions with the developer at this time and shared them with the 
Department of Conservation (DOC).3

This proposal was subsequently stalled after DOC declined their application to translocate 
lizards, instead suggesting that the lizards should be translocated to Manor Park in the Hutt 
Valley. GW invited DOC to meet to discuss the translocation at this time but received no 

1 These land use effects have been considered through a resource consent application to Porirua City Council. We 
understand that this consent has been granted. This aspect of the development does not require resource consent from 
GW. 
2 All native lizards are ‘absolutely protected’ under the Wildlife Act 1953, and lizard habitats are protected by the 
Resource Management Act 1991.
3  DOC has sole authority to issue a translocation permit under the Wildlife Act. GW are involved only as affected 
landowners. 
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reply. The translocation was then further complicated by the salvage of extraordinarily high 
numbers of lizards from the Adventure Drive site.     

The applicant initially salvaged a total of 914 northern grass skinks from the site. These 
lizards are currently being housed in enclosures at Nga Manu Nature Reserve and were 
proposed to be released in spring this year. A further 1,643 northern grass skinks were 
salvaged from the site and proposed to be translocated directly to Whitireia Park4 in winter 
as no further enclosure space was available for them at Nga Manu.  

The original conditions 

The GW translocation committee reviewed the suitability of both requests (for winter and 
spring lizard releases) and recommended that they be accepted on the following conditions: 

� That the grass skinks released in spring be translocated by the applicant to a 
different area of the Park (from the winter release) that has suitable habitat and does 
not currently receive pest control 

� The applicant fund the Board a financial contribution suitable to ensure that pest 
control (including mouse control) is undertaken at the spring release site for a 5-
year period. This contribution would be such that the pest control work could be 
simply added as an extension to existing, ongoing work (thus avoiding the use of 
new contractors, different methods, etc.)  

� Habitat enhancement be undertaken by the applicant to increase the provision of 
refuge sites for lizards at both the winter and spring release sites (e.g. through 
placement of rock or wood habitat features, planting of ‘lizard-friendly’ plants) 

� Salvaged lizards are released no earlier than two months after the commencement of 
predator control at the spring release site (to suppress existing predator populations). 

The Board accepted both translocation proposals at the August meeting and those 
conditions were subsequently relayed to the developer. The winter release of 1,643 grass 
skinks went ahead as planned in August through September.  

During September and October GW worked with the developer to help determine an 
appropriate spring release site, trapping regime and contractor to undertake the trapping. 
We reiterated the conditions of the translocation to the developer. We again contacted DOC 
to discuss the translocation but received no response. 

The new conditions 

On November 9 GW were advised by the developer that DOC had met with them on 
November 5 and agreed to conditions for the translocation. GW was not invited to this 
meeting. The conditions of the agreement are that: 

4 The Department of Conservation’s proposed release site at Manor Park was considered unsuitable as it was opposed by 
Ng�ti Toa and because it’s available habitat was not suitable to accommodate more than about 200 grass skinks.    
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1. The remaining lizards [for the spring release] will be released at the winter release site 
at Whitireia Park [see Appendix]. 

2. Whitireia Park Restoration Group will take on the ongoing predator control work, 
including set up of pest control infrastructure, in exchange for $10,500 from Classic 
Developments.  

3. No ongoing monitoring will be required at the release site. 

The developer informed GW that they were aiming to begin the lizard transfer in the week 
starting December 17. Predator control would be undertaken at the release site for as long as 
possible prior to the release of lizards, though to date this has not begun.

The release site would be in a two hectare section of the winter release area. Predator control 
would be undertaken through the use of 50 control stations in this area. This control would 
be carried out for a minimum of 7 years. GW has received no rationale for the setting of 
these conditions and how they will ensure the survivorship of the released lizards.  

Differences between the original and new conditions 

Substantive differences between these conditions and those previously accepted by the Board 
are:

� The lizards will be translocated to the winter release site rather than to the new site that 
GW had been working with the developer to confirm 

� There is no requirement for predator control prior to release, but some may be 
undertaken. An additional two years of predator control are now required 

� The financial contribution to undertake pest control work will be paid to the Whitireia 
Restoration Group rather than to the Board 

� No habitat enhancement will be required 

Differences between the original and new conditions are both positive (e.g., two additional 
years of predator control) and negative (e.g., little to no pre-release predator control, no 
habitat enhancement, no oversight of financial contributions to predator control by the 
Board) for the translocated lizards.

GW contacted DOC on November 19 and asked to discuss the lizard translocation. This 
request was accepted and a short phone meeting held on November 23.  

GW was advised that the onus is on the applicant to liaise with landowners (in this case GW) 
and that it is DOC’s role simply to specify the minimum requirements for a translocation 
under the Wildlife Act. GW, and hence the Board, are free to specify additional 
requirements, or decline the request outright. In the case of the latter, the applicant would 
need to ask for another variation from DOC to translocate lizards to Whitireia Park, or 
elsewhere.
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A suggested way forward 

Overall, GW considers the conditions agreed to between the developer and DOC to be below 
those previously accepted by the Board in terms of good outcomes for the translocated 
lizards. The Board would therefore be justified in declining the request to translocate. 

However, we are also aware that it is now urgent that the lizards be released from captivity. 
This is because many of the lizards are gravid (pregnant) meaning that the number of lizards 
in the enclosure will be increasing over the next few months. The enclosure is not large 
enough to accommodate these additional animals.  

Given this urgency, it is not practical for GW to continue to request two months of predator 
control prior to release. While we could request modifications to other conditions, such as 
the release site, we believe that this would only further delay the process, especially given 
the time required to seek a variation to the translocation from DOC. This would not represent 
a good conservation outcome for the lizards.  

We therefore recommend accepting the new conditions imposed on the Board, but request 
habitat enhancement be undertaken by the developer at the release site (as earlier requested 
and specified). Habitat enhancement is the one condition that could be accommodated by the 
applicant without delaying the release. Realistically, it is the only remaining lever for 
attempting to increase the survivorship of the translocated lizards.  

Proposed next steps 

� GW to work with the developer, the Board and, where necessary, DOC to translocate 
salvaged terrestrial lizards from Adventure Drive to Whitireia Park 

� GW to require the developer to undertake habitat enhancement at the release site 

� GW to keep the Board informed of any relevant developments such as the results of the 
final lizard translocation, confirmation of proposed release site/s and dates, any further 
changes to conditions, etc.

� GW to request to work with DOC to refine the current system of decision making on 
animal translocations, specifically to give more scope to landowners to input 
productively into the process. 

3. Recommendations 

That the Board: 

1. Receives the report 

2. Notes the contents 

3. Accepts the Adventure Drive translocation proposal with associated conditions as 
specified by DOC 
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4. Accepts GW’s proposal to require the developer to undertake habitat enhancement at 
the release site 

Report prepared by: Report approved by: 

Jamie Steer

Senior Biodiversity Advisor, Biodiversity 

Tim Porteous 

Manager, Biodiversity 
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Appendix  

Proposed release site (shown in blue with white border).
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DRAFT ACCOUNT DECEMBER  2018   WWUP�8�62� � � � � � PAGE
1 OF 4

SUBJECT: Report for Whitireia Park Board meeting  

AUTHOR: Maggie Lau, Management Accountant 

DATEOF MEETING 7 December 2018 

SUBJECT: Draft Accounts

___________________________________________________ 

1. Purpose 
To present to the Whitireia Park Board (the Board) with the management accounts 
for the period ended 31 October 2018, as attached.

2. Income 

Income has been received from Titahi Bay Golf Club for lease of the land $2,750. 

3. Costs 

Total costs paid by Greater Wellington Regional Council (GWRC) are $30,164 of 
which 73% of the total GWRC costs are GWRC staff time ($22,014) and 27% of the 
total GWRC costs are for project and materials supplies ($8,150). 

4. Bank Account 

The bank account balance at 31 October 2018 was $48,619.75 CR. 

5. Titahi Bay Golf Club Water Rates 

The water rates invoice is raised for $418 on 1 July 2018 for the period 20 March 
2018 to 20 June 2018. 

6. Recommendation 

That the Board: 

1. Receives the report. 

2. Notes the contents. 
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Report prepared by: Report approved by: Report approved by: 

Maggie Lau 
Management Accountant, 
GWRC

Amanda Cox 
Manager, Parks, GWRC 

Matt Hickman 
General Manager (Acting), 
Environment Management 
Group, GWRC 
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2017/18����
Full�Year

2018/19����
Full�Year

GW�Entries�
2017/18�
Full�Year

GW�Entries�
2018/19�
Full�Year

Income $ $ $ $
Water�Rates� ������������������ ������������������ 11,043������ 418������������
Park�Concessions ������������������ ������������������ 3,071��������� 217������������
Lease 5,500��������� 2,750��������� ������������������ ������������������
Interest 89�������������� 0���������������� ������������������ ������������������
GWRC ������������������ ������������������ 92,554������ 29,528������
Total�Income 5,589��������� 2,750��������� 106,668���� 30,164������

Expenditure $ $ $ $
Sundry 40�������������� 40�������������� ������������������ ������������������
Depreciation 1,676��������� 559������������ ������������������ ������������������
Project�Materials ������������������ ������������������ 24,026������ 2,805���������
Freight���63010 ������������������ ������������������ ������������������ 18��������������
Printing ������������������ ������������������ 1,438��������� 351������������
Rates� ������������������ ������������������ 4,648��������� 1,224���������
Security���63605 ������������������ ������������������ ������������������ 80��������������
Repairs�&�Maintenance 1,620��������� ������������������ 1,378��������� ������������������
Loose�Tools�&�Minor�Equipment ������������������ ������������������ 131������������ ������������������
Advertising ������������������ ������������������ 429������������ 1,370���������
Contract�Labour� ������������������ ������������������ 19,828������ 2,303���������
GWRC�Staff�Time ������������������ ������������������ 54,793������ 22,014������
Total�Expenditure 3,336��������� 599������������ 106,668���� 30,164������

Net�Surplus�/�(Deficit) 2,253��������� 2,152��������� ������������������ ������������������

Statement�Comprehensive�Revenue�and�Expense
for�the�period�of�01�July�2018���31�October�2018
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30�Jun�2018 30�Jun�2019
FUNDS�AND�RESERVES

Accumulated�Funds 57,996���������� 60,249����������
Net�Surplus�(Deficit) 2,253������������ 2,152������������

TOTAL�FUNDS�AND�RESERVES 60,249���������� 62,400����������

Represented�By:

CURRENT�ASSETS

Current�Account 45,704���������� 48,620����������
Sundry�Debtors 59������������������ 59������������������
GST�Receivable 198��������������� ����������������������
Total�Current�Assets 45,960���������� 48,679����������

Fixed�Assets 285,806�������� 285,806��������
Accumulated�Depreciation (271,477) (272,036)
Total�Fixed�Assets 14,328���������� 13,770����������

Total�Assets 60,289���������� 62,449����������

CURRENT�LIABILITES

GST�Payable ���������������������� 8��������������������
Sundry�Creditors 40������������������ 40������������������
Total�Current�Liabilites 40������������������ 48������������������

Total�Liabilites 40������������������ 48������������������

NET�ASSETS 60,249���������� 62,400����������

Whitireia�Park�Board
Balance�Sheet�as�at�31�October�2018
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PROPOSED 2019 BOARD MEETING DATES   WWUP�8�62� � � � � � PAGE 1 OF 1

SUBJECT: Report for Whitireia Park Board meeting  

AUTHOR: Amanda Cox, Board Office Manager 

DATE OF MEETING: 7 December 2018 

SUBJECT: Meeting dates 2019 

______________________________________________________________

1. Purpose 
To propose meeting dates for the Whitireia Park Board for 2019. 

2. Background 
The following dates for 2019 are based on the frequency and timing of the Board meetings 
held in 2018: 

� Friday, 22 February  

� Friday, 10 May 

� Friday, 9 August 

� Friday, 13 December 

Board meetings will be held at Te Puna Ora meeting room, 26 Ngatitoa Street, 
Takapuwahia, Porirua, at 9.15am, unless determined otherwise. 

3. Recommendation 
That the Board: 

1. Receives the report. 

2. Resolves its meeting schedule for 2019 as outlined in section 2 of this report. 

Report prepared by: 

Amanda Cox 
Board Office Manager 
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